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An overview of activities

- Estonian Lawyers Union has been managing the “Student`s Law Office” since 2002.
- Cooperation with the universities teaching law – University of Tartu, Tallinn University of Technology and Tallinn University.
- Cooperation with local municipalities.
Communication and Information I

- Social networks
- EJL webpage www.juristideliit.ee
- ELSA webpage www.elsa.ee (an official portal of law-students)
- Official webpage of Tallinn www.tallinn.ee
- Official webpage of Saue local authority www.sauevald.ee
Media and Press

- Newspapers in Estonian and Russian: Pealinn and Stoliitsa
- Newspaper of the Saue municipality
- Television channel Tallinna TV
- Radio channel KUKU “Linnatund”
- Newspapers of the universities
Mentors

- Finding proper mentors and introducing the task
- Training mentors and managing cooperation between each other
- Cooperation between mentors and EJL
- Motivation of mentors
Requirements to students

- Has to be on the II course at least
- Language skills: Estonian, Russian, English
- Capability to use web-based sources and databases
- High tolerance and resilience
- Good communication skills
- Kindness and good listening skills
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Training students and collecting feedback

- General training before starting with legal consultations – 4 hours
- Web-based training and transmission of necessary documents
- Determining mentors, getting to know each other and individual trainings
- Subtotals and feedback from the students
Publicity and feedback

- Observations and reports
- Ratings and reviews
- Feedback from the customers
- Feedback from the municipalities
- Market survey
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Benefits I

- Practice in the field of customer service
- Develops the knowledge of using web-based law sources and databases.
- Involves young lawyers.
- Strenghtens the cooperation between young lawyers and their mentors, training aftergrowth.
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Benefits II

- Serving publicity and increasing access to legal services.
- Determining the most common problems. Proposals and recommendations to improve the access to legal services.
- Development and improvement of the law portals on the internet.
- Development and improvement of teaching and studying law.
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Thank You for Your attention!